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Upcoming Events… 

 

July 

Weds 20th July - Club Night & BBQ. 

Sun 24
th
 July - Woodford Avro Herit-

age Museum (SK7 1AG) - Classic 

Car Day – Car/Driver & museum 

pass £2. 

Wed 27
th
 July - Evening Run. 

 

August 

Sat/Sun 13
th
 & 14

th
 August – Wood-

ford Avro Heritage Museum (SK7 

1AG) – ‘Wings & Wheels Air Fair’ – 

Car/Driver & Museum pass £2.  

 

Weds 17
th
 August - Club Night - 

Choncords Barbers Shop Singers. 

Weds 24
th 

August - Evening Run. 

Sat 27
th
 August - Poynton Show 

(Club stand, contact Steve Divall to 

attend). 

 

 

September 

Sun 4th September - Club Show at 

Brookside Garden Centre. 

Weds 21
st
 September - Club Night. 

Wed 28
th
 September - Evening Run. 

 

October 

Wed 19
th
 October - Club Night. 

 

November 

Weds 16
th
 November - Club Night. 
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Keith Yates 

 

Well, following publication of the 

June edition of our magazine, David 

and I haven’t been given the hook 

yet so we thought we’d better put 

together a July edition. We hope that 

you all enjoy it. 

The front cover has been deliberate-

ly chosen as a tribute to Chris Parr. 

The editorship may have been 

passed over to David and me but 

there is absolutely no truth to the 

rumour that Chris is retiring to the 

Lake District to cultivate a ‘man-bun’ 

and take up alpaca wrangling – he 

remains our Club Secretary and font 

of all H&HCVC knowledge. 

Following my ‘Dream Cars and Cool 

Classics’ piece in last month’s mag’, 

the more keen eyed amongst you 

will perhaps note that elsewhere in 

this edition there is the first entry 

under the banner ‘Cool Classics’. 

The game had probably been given 

away already but I make no excuses 

and, in this case at least, the editor’s 

decision is final. The very first 

H&HCVC magazine ‘Cool Classic’ is 

the 1968 Ford Mustang 390 GT 

Fastback – specifically the car that 

featured so spectacularly in the clas-

sic feature film ‘Bullitt’. There could 

be no other choice. 

Now, a request to all members. The 

magazine is sent to you by post or 

by email. Is your postal address 

complete/correct and fully up to 

date? Is your email address com-

plete/correct and is it the right one 

that we’re using. Even though you 

may well be receiving the magazine, 

is it via a wrong or incomplete route 

or do you know of a member who 

isn’t getting the magazine at all? 

Please let us know if you would like 

any amendments to our records. 

Thanks to everyone who joined in 

with the run out to the Great British 

Car Journey on 29th May. I under-

stand that some participants took the 

opportunity of having a hearty/tasty 

breakfast at the Hanging Gate in 

Chapel-en-le-Frith before following 

the 42mile route to Ambergate. The 

Derbyshire countryside is wonderful 

and Rob Salter made sure that eve-

ryone saw plenty of it during the run. 

The GBCJ museum is excellent and 

everyone enjoyed wandering around 

MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDITOR BY THE 1ST OF THE MONTH 

EDITORIAL 

The front cover picture really requires little introduction. It shows our es-
teemed Club Secretary and founder member of our club, Chris Parr. The pho-
to was taken in 1991, the year the club was founded, and is of Chris in one of 
his Minis and, it has to be pointed out, a rather dodgy looking jumper – that 
said, there are perhaps a few of us chaps that can sheepishly recall some 

questionable fashion choices in the early 1990’s! 
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the exhibits, as well as visiting the 

cafe! I’m not sure what ‘Pie of the 

Day’ was. 

Jane Harrop, our tireless web-

meister, recently received an email 

from a Laurel Johnson of Hampson 

Auctions. It seems that this firm is 

running a Classic Car auction at this 

year’s Oulton Park Gold Cup 29th-

31st July. The bulk of this email is 

reproduced elsewhere in this mag’ 

but it should not however, be taken 

as any sort of recommendation. It 

may just be of use to a member 

thinking of selling their vehicle. 

Finally, fingers crossed for fine July 

weather and lots of enjoyable, trou-

ble free ‘classic’ motoring.  

MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDITOR BY THE 1ST OF THE MONTH 

My name is Laurel, and I am writing from Hampson Auctions in Cheshire to intro-
duce our services, which we hope will be of interest to your Hare & Hounds Classic 

Vehicle Club members. We specialise in selling classic, prestige and modern-
classic cars and motorcycles, and hold several physical auctions throughout the 

year. Hampson Auctions is the only auction house in the UK who charge vendors 
absolutely nothing to sell their vehicles in our physical auctions (as opposed to 

online-only sales), so should any of your members ever wish to consign anything 
with us, they would receive 100% of the hammer price achieved for their vehicle/s. 
We charge no entry fee, no sellers commission and no unsold fees to vendors, and 
operate with a Buyer’s Premium of 12.5% + VAT. Our next auction will be our Gold 
Cup Sale to be held at our flagship venue, Oulton Park race circuit, during the pres-
tigious HSCC Gold Cup historic race meeting over the weekend of 29th – 31st July. 
Our annual Gold Cup Sale has become a much-celebrated regular feature of this 

historic race event in recent years, and the 2022 auction promises to be bigger and 
better than ever before. All vehicles will go on display in prime position at the centre 

of the track, to be viewed by an anticipated crowd of 30,000 – 35,000 dedicated 
motoring enthusiasts over the course of the weekend. Naturally, the auction will 

also be heavily marketed to our extensive database of clients and in the wider na-
tional motoring press in the lead-up to the sale. The auction itself will be held on the 
afternoon on Sunday 31st July, and we can support live bidding via the internet and 

over the telephone, as well as accepting bids taken in the room and via commis-
sion. We are now inviting entries for the sale, so if any of your club members have a 
vehicle which they would like to consign, we would be delighted to assist them. Our 
expert valuers will be pleased to provide them with a complimentary, no obligation 
auction estimate, and answer any questions they may have about the process. We 
would very much appreciate it if you could share the content of this email with your 
fellow club members. Further information about the Gold Cup event can be viewed 
via the official website https://www.oultonparkgoldcup.com/, and our own website is 

https://hampsonauctions.com/. Please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have 
questions regarding any of the information above. 

Best regards,  
Laurel Johnson, Hampson Auctions, Tel. 07951 221 315 / 01606 828 124 
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The front cover picture for this issue 

shows an extremely rare photo of 

our retiring editor, but continuing 

Secretary, Chris Parr from about 

1991. He is seated in a mark one 

Austin Mini Cooper, goodness 

knows how due his height he got 

into it, which he owned, I believe, 

and was sold on or bought from the 

late Chris Howarth. What happened 

to the car I know not but if it is still 

with us today would be worth in the 

region of £30 000 due to its extreme 

rarity. We have a member in the 

club, Michael Stephenson who is the 

possessor of such a vehicle, the first 

owner being his mother. There is 

more about Chris Parr later in this 

issue. 

I am hoping that all of you like the 

format of our new magazine thanks 

to work carried out by our new edi-

tor, Keith Yates and his assistant 

son-in-law, David Bresnahan, which 

with the new cover format brings our 

magazine well into the 20s. My son-

in-law, upon seeing the new format 

for the first time, exclaimed ‘wow’ as 

he opened my copy. At this point 

may I remind you all that Keith is 

always more than ready to receive 

your motor related articles which he 

will either get to the printer immedi-

ately or put them on the back burner 

for a later issue. This is your maga-

zine, please prove it and send him 

articles but don’t go into too much 

detail on repairs issues.  

I thank those of you who continue to 

give me used postage stamps and 

urge the rest of you to collect them 

for me, no matter how few. May I 

remind you who receive your maga-

zine by post that there is a picture of 

our queen stuck in the top right-hand 

corner which constitutes a postage 

stamp. Please cut it off and give it to 

me at some point. The postage 

stamps go to the Guide Dogs for the 

Blind Organisation and are sold 

throughout the world to Collectors. 

The revenue from the stamps is 

used to train new dogs and to look 

after older dogs in retirement. The 

second -class stamps particularly 

are much sought after by collectors 

world-wide as we are the only coun-

try in the world to have a two-class 

CHAIRMAN’S  

CHAT 

HALL OF FAME AWARD 

RECIPIENTS 

2012 - Chris Parr 
2014 - Bob Plant 

2015 - Ray Etchells 
2016 - Fred Dean 

2020 - David Bowden 
2022 - Jane Harrop 
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postage system. 

I mentioned the matter of collecting 

and selling postage stamps to our 

recent guest speaker, Christine, from 

the Hearing Dogs for the Deaf Or-

ganisation who said it was some-

thing they were considering but it 

was still in abeyance. 

Our Peaks and Dales charity run for 

this year turned out to be a great 

success despite the efforts of sever-

al organisations. It has been ru-

moured that the Scout Hut in Marple 

park that we use for the start will be 

demolished to make way for a health 

centre extension but this is com-

pletely untrue due to lack of funding, 

the monies being used elsewhere in 

our stretched NHS. Similarly, the 

concluding venue at Buxton is under 

threat but at the moment the venue 

is still good. By next year the work at 

the theatre will be completed. I un-

derstand it is to provide improved 

changing facilities for the artists. I 

have to thank our charity for this 

year for lots of help in the Scout Hut 

in tidying up at the start and for turn-

ing up at Buxton in force to display 

their presence. The Mayor and 

Mayoress of Buxton, thanks to Ollie 

and Jill Cross, came at exactly the 

right time and perused the vehicles 

on display asking and receiving sev-

eral questions from the owners. I 

thank you all for not asking any em-

barrassing political questions which 

unfortunately once happened at a 

Stockport show. The winner of the 

Buxton trophy was Arthur Dewbury 

with his 96 years old Ford Model T 

truck. He has some pictures of the 

truck when he bought it, a wreck to 

say the least, and he deserves more 

for getting it into the condition it is in 

today. 

Can I just again mention the 

Poynton show on August Bank Holi-

day Saturday. If you wish to take 

your vehicle, just see me at a club 

night or leave a message by tele-

phone or send me an e-mail. My e-

mail address has an underscore hy-

phen between Stephen and Divall. 

And so, to our next meeting on July 

20
th
. A BBQ is planned with mem-

bers cars on display so I look for-

ward to seeing you and your vehicle 

then. Make sure you log in your vehi-

cle registration number at the bar. 
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ACROSS 

(6)= Morris, (8 & 18) = Sunbeam Al-

pine, (9) = Jets, (10) = Windsor, (12) = 

Estates, (13) = Ardea, (16) = Inlet, (21) 

= Stock Car, (22) = Lada, (24) = RR, 

(25) = Rim, (26) = Clutch 

DOWN 

(1) = SM, (2) = Cresta, (3) = NSU, (4) 

= Spider, (5) = Enzo, (7) = Opel Sena-

tors, (8) = Ami 6, (11) = SEL, (14) = 

ERA, (15) = Run Rich, (17) = Escort, 

(19) = Belt Up, (20) = Scamp, (23) = 

DHC 

       T H E  H & H  C R O S S W O R D :  J U N E  S O L U T I O N  

Hi all. Just some information about 

what we can handle in the magazine… 

basically anything! I understand most 

modern cameras, especially those 

mounted on mobiles save incredibly 

large images. If you want to send 

some images, or combined documents 

that are too large for an email, feel free 

to drop me a line, and I will be more 

than happy to utilise my shared space 

on the Internet to transfer your files, no 

matter what format they are. I can work 

with most file types for both images 

and documents.  If you are satisfied 

with the new magazine format, then I 

will happily ‘freestyle’ the formatting 

from anything you send, unless you 

instruct me otherwise. Dep. Ed. 

 M A G A Z I N E  E D I T O R I A L  N O T E   
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Graham Scattergood 

Hi Gang, 

Well, where to start after a some-

what hectic June.  

First up was the Tatton Park Car 

Show on the Queens Platinum Jubi-

lee weekend. We had a good turnout 

on Saturday and we just found some 

room for an interloper in a somewhat 

modified Rolls Royce who Mike co-

erced into parking on the edge of our 

stand. Whilst the car would, I am 

sure, have been frowned upon by 

the Rolls Royce Club it certainly 

brought a lot of interest to our stand. 

The car had previously belonged to 

Shane Lynch, of Boyzone fame, and 

was therefore reputed to be the most 

photographed car in Britain at one 

point. It was also a good time to 

catch up with one or two friends from 

the different car clubs that we hadn’t 

seen since pre pandemic times. 

Whilst those of us attending were 

blessed with fine weather and a full 

and varied show ground, sporting 

some interesting vehicles, the club 

faithful attending on the Sunday 

were not so fortunate as the show 

was marred by rain. 

Next up, following the Club Night ‘ 

Noggin & Natter’, was the Peaks & 

Dales Run. After some last minute 

rearrangements to keep Mike 

Coffeys’ blood pressure up, all went 

well. We had a good turnout and a 

successful day was enjoyed by all. It 

was nice to see a good array of 

MG’s and one couple, in an excep-

tionally well presented roadster, that, 

having heard of and promised them-

selves that they would hopefully one 

day participate, had journeyed down 

from Scotland, in the Friday heat, 

just so they could take part in the run 

before returning to Scotland on the 

Monday. I am sure other reports of 

the run will be found elsewhere in 

the magazine.  

The following Wednesday saw us 

attend an evening run of some 51 

miles from the Fickle Mermaid pub. 

A steady, if not at times worrying, 

route through some steep climbs 

and descents that Derbyshire has on 

offer. On a warm and muggy even-

ing, meaning for me at least, a few 

times when the temperature gauge 

was close to the red zone! Maybe 

some further investigation of the ra-

diator etc may be in order. On re-

turning to the Fickle Mermaid we had 

missed food last orders. After a dash 

with Peter and Christine Walvin, who 

were in their E Type, we were too 

late at the Hanging Gate also. So, 

having waved goodbye to them, we 

ended up at our local curry house. 

The club barbecue beckons and I for 

one am hoping for the weather to 

play ball and remain fine and hope-

fully warm. 

Until then stay safe and keep it on 

the black stuff! 

MG CATCH UP 
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COOL CLASSIC 

‘BULLITT’ FORD MUSTANG 
This image is from the Ford Motor  
Company Media Center. 
https://media.ford.com/ 
Dep. Ed—Suggested by Ed.! 

The 1968 film Bullitt was, of course, 

set in the city of San Francisco and 

that city’s topography was fully uti-

lized to create the greatest car chase 

sequence ever filmed; the Italian Job 

and Ronin come very close but don’t 

quite get the vote. 

If Steve McQueen was the star of 

the film then The Ford Motor Com-

pany supplied its clear co-star in the 

shape of two identical 1968 Ford 

Mustang 390 GT Fastbacks in that 

fabulous shade of Dark Highland 

Green Metallic. The cars carried se-
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quential chassis numbers and were 

both 325hp, big block, 4speed mod-

els. Because of the planned car 

chase sequence, both cars were 

also modified for ‘heavy duty’ run-

ning! This included re-engineered 

suspension and adjustable Koni 

shock absorbers and numerous 

camera mounting points. The ex-

haust systems were also modified to 

improve the sound of the cars’ mag-

nificent V8s as McQueen and the 

film’s stunt drivers went about doing 

what they did best – flooring it! En-

gine modifications, if any were made 

at all, must have been very minor. All 

sorts of stories abound but there 

doesn’t seem to be anything defini-

tive on this particular subject. What 

is know however, is that both cars 

had manual steering systems and air

-conditioning wasn’t a feature. 

So far so pretty ordinary one might 

say. Unfortunately, only one of the 

two original ‘Bullitt’ Mustangs survive 

(one was entirely written off) but 

when you look closely at the survivor 

car, the ‘cool’ stuff starts to show 

itself. The Mustangs were totally de-

badged and various pieces of 

chrome were repainted black or 

body colour. Original wheels were 

changed to 15-inch American Racing 

Torq-Thrust D mags. To complete 

the look, McQueen insisted on hav-

ing the original steering wheel re-

moved and replaced by a re-

leathered Shelby one. The overall 

package, as befitted the part that the 

car played in the film, was very 

mean and menacing, its lines were 

(still are) as smooth as a gravy sand-

wich and the look so uber cool it’d 

make your teeth ache.         
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HOME 

WHEN A HOUSE IS 

NO LONGER A  
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David Bresnahan 

Every visit to Italy usually involves 

an afternoon and an evening sat 

watching the activities of locals, tour-

ists, and of course, the cars. It is 

often a source of mockery or satire 

within the motoring world that Italy 

substitutes engineering and quality 

for heart, soul, and passion. 

I was discussing with a good friend 

the other day the absolute design 

catastrophe that is the new BMW 4 

Series. Far from BMWs relatively 

sedate and distinctly European de-

sign language, a rapid departure 

arrived in the form of the new 7 se-

ries, which has continued to infect, 

depending upon your point of view, 

the rest of the range of new cars. 

This got me thinking further about 

something that has likely gone rela-

tively unnoticed over the last 10 

years; the slow dwindle of Italian 

design house involvement with Ital-

ian cars. 

This explains my use of an image of 

one of the many variations of the 

Alfa Romeo 6C in the image to the 

left. Not to mention my fondness of 

Alfa Romeos. Notably, the 6C comes 

from an era where design houses 
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would frequently build bodies on top 

of a supplied chassis. The 6C is an 

example where seemingly everyone 

was involved. Hardly any research is 

required to find the involvement of 

James Young, Zagato, Carrozzeria 

Touring Superleggera, Castagna, 

Pininfarina, Bertone, and Carrozze-

ria Colli. While the core design may 

have belonged to Alfa Romeo, there 

were an incredible number of varia-

tions built by individual coachbuild-

ers over the years, either at the be-

hest of Alfa themselves, or as ex-

ploratory and custom work for specif-

ic customers or purposes. These 

sorts of relationships were not at all 

rare. One of the more well-known 

relationships is between Ferarri and 

Pininfarina, where nearly every Fe-

rarri design was fed through the fa-

mous Italian design house.  

But no more. And the same goes for 

Alfa Romeo, Maserati, and Fiat. All 

of these companies have given up 

any collaboration with the once-great 

design houses, in favour of bringing 

most of the design in house. In my 

opinion, it shows. It can be validly 

argued that I am harking back to a 

long era which wasn’t always rosy, 

or even necessary. However, I would 

present the case of the Alfa Romeo 

Giulia. It has taken decades, even 

the entire length of the mutual exist-

ence of BMW and Alfa Romeo for 

the Italian marque to create a car 

that trounced the M3 by many jour-

nalistic accounts. And I’d have one 

tomorrow. However, compare the 

Giulia with even its predecessor, the 

159, which was designed at Italde-

sign Giugiaro, and there is some-

thing lacking. Not passion, or soul, or 

any other whimsical word; but cul-

ture. I think that is the closest word I 

can find.  Regardless, for the Giulia it 

was the same story that they had a 

world-beating product, and then re-

verted to their seemingly standard 

policy of providing diabolical custom-

er service, and somewhat lacklustre 

marketing; from which even Ursine 

Vulpine couldn’t save them.  

Let us compare apples and oranges 

for the moment, and look back to the 

original Alfa Romeo Giulietta, de-

signed by Franco Scaglione at Ber-

tone, and built by both Bertone and 

Ghia; and it just has something that 

design wise, makes sense. What is 

worse, is that I do not understand 

why I feel that way. Clearly I have 

cognitive bias, but even speaking to 

some good friends, they even came 

to the same conclusion that the mod-

ern Giulia is just missing a bit of 

something, regardless of us general-

ly agreeing that we’d buy one over a 

BMW 3 Series. 

I will make a perhaps very bold and 

somewhat unfounded pair of state-

ments; firstly that the globalisation 

and homogenisation of cars across 

the world has created a remarkably 

efficient, saleable, and supportable 
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array of modern cars. Secondly, my 

fear is that at the same time, much 

of the culture has been removed 

from design. I have to be clear about 

what I am saying. There are certain 

elements and ways of thinking which 

are embedded into societies. Food is 

the obvious choice. Art is another. 

Flowing down through the art side, 

Italian art and culture appears to 

have become internationally re-

nowned, not just as a stereotype, but 

a somewhat objective matter. I con-

ject that the mere existence of so 

many well-known design houses in 

Italy has been because it is an inher-

ent part of their culture. Of course, 

this does not preclude its existence 

outside of Italy, there are equivalents 

internationally, but seemingly not as 

many. 

It’s important not to accuse modern 

designers of being cultureless. I 

don’t think this lies with design, I 

think it lies with the highly corporate 

and faceless nature of most car 

companies. Don’t take it from me, 

take it directly from the CEO of Alfa 

Romeo, Jean-Philippe Imparato, 

who said “I don't want to sell an iPad 

with a car around it.”. Brave man, I 

wouldn’t want to say that to the 

shareholders, directors, and bean 

counters of Stellantis. At fear of 

twisting his words, It seems even the 

CEO of a well-loved brand has some 

fear that the culture in his brand is at 

risk of being discarded. 

Casting more aspersions, I do won-

der if this is partially why design 

houses have been almost cast out of 

many designs and concepts; be-
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cause they add an unproductive 

step, and have remnants of local or 

national culture that is not really ac-

ceptable to have in our world that is 

optimised around forecasts and 

numbers.  

Industry is led by process and sci-

ence. The craft element that was 

previously so clear in many designs, 

has now become a hinderance to 

faceless, optimised global domina-

tion. Design houses generally no 

longer produce cars on behalf of 

brands, and their outputs have be-

come increasingly scant over the last 

few years. Most successful medium- 

and large-scale brands make cars 

that no longer have homes; they are 

produced anywhere and everywhere 

using the same processes (though, I 

understand this has been the case 

for many cars regardless of my 

view). 

Perhaps a short, sharp education will 

sort out my rose-tinted view of the 

significance of using these once 

great design houses. But even Fla-

vio Manzoni has produced some-

thing which, even next to the mar-

mite Paninfarina-designed Ferarri 

California, looks very strange; in the 

forms of the Portofino and the Roma. 

Over time, the Roma in particular 

may be deemed to be a design clas-

sic and take on a world of its own. 

I’m not saying it looks bad, again, it 

just seems to be missing something. 

Perhaps it wasn’t a mistake to dump 

the design houses, in so much as 

they were so intertwined with Italian 

car companies, that their relatively 

sudden departure left a large gap in 

the design languages that I am 

struggling to see being filled. Over-

leaf are a tiny selection of house-

designed motors. Maybe one day, 

one of these houses will become a 

home again. 
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Clockwise, from LL: Ferrari 250 GTO, Peugeot 

406 Coupe, Lamborghini Miura, VW Golf, BMW 

M1. 
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By the mid 1960’s Alfa Romeo was 

suffering from a lack of a flagship 

model or what now seems to be 

termed a ‘halo’ model. This gap was 

to be filled by the Alfa Montreal, a 

2+2 sports coupe styled by Marcello 

Gandini at the house of Bertone in 

Turin. Its lines were inspired by Ber-

tone’s fabulous mid-engined Lam-

borghini Miura. Alfa adapted the de-

sign to take a detuned version of 

their four cam, light-alloy 2600cc V8, 

an engine used so successfully in 

their Tipo 33 sports car racer of the 

late 60’s. Production was a long time 

coming but the Montreal finally ar-

rived in 1971. It was/is a superb 

looking 200bhp, 135mph car but, 

unfortunately, it only had a short pro-

duction life (less than 4000 were 

produced) due to the early 1970’s 

fuel crisis. 

Suggested by Katie Yates 

Image from Stellantis Media. https://www.media.stellantis.com/uk-en/ 

DREAM CAR OF THE MONTH   

ALFA ROMEO MONTREAL 
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Keith Yates 

The AC Cobra is quite possibly 

one of the most famous and, if 

you were lucky enough to come 

across a genuine original, rarest 

cars in the automotive world. The 

story of Carroll Shelby, a one-time 

Texas chicken farmer and a not 

too shabby racing driver, making 

an approach to Thames Ditton’s 

AC Cars during 1961 with the 

seemingly bonkers idea of com-

bining their AC Ace body/chassis 

with a hunking great Ford V8 is 

the stuff of motoring legend. Who 

knows why Shelby thought the AC 

Ace would be a good basis for his 

idea. The 2 seater Ace had been 

introduced at the 1953 Motor 

Show with AC’s own 1991cc 6cyl 

engine under the bonnet. A pretty 

enough car but the relatively 

small power plant didn’t really 

stress its rather agricultural leaf 

spring suspension. One can only 

assume that AC, for whom good 

financial grounding had never 

been a strong point, were desper-

ate for the business but, whatever 

the reasoning, their agreement to 

this madness resulted in the Co-

bra, a car that made them and 

Shelby world famous. 

Early Cobras, such an appropri-

ately venomous name that Shelby 

came up with himself, went ahead 

and started with AC producing the 

complete Ace body and chassis, 

shipping these out to Shelby’s 

California base and then the cars 

having a meaty 4.3 litre Ford Fair-

laine engine crammed into their 

engine bays. This was eventually 

increased to 4.7 litres after suita-

ble (probably crucial) chassis and 

suspension improvements had 

been made. Ultimately and in its 

final ‘factory’ incarnation, the Co-

bra had a mighty Ford 7-litre V8 

shoehorned under the bonnet and 

into a completely re-engineered 

chassis – the torque produced by 

this motor was just too great for 

the original chassis to cope with. 

However, despite the motoring 

fame, legendary status amongst 

car nuts and, more recently, the 

many ‘kit-car’ wannabe copies, 

Cobras were never a great sales 

success; production ceased in 

1968 with just over 1000 cars hav-

ing been sold. Carroll Shelby 

A CAR THAT TIME 

FORGOT: 

AC 428 
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turned his attention to the Ford Mus-

tang and, to say the least, had much 

greater sales success. 

Back in Thames Ditton and regard-

less of the Shelby Cobras, AC made 

the decision to produce its own ver-

sion of the Cobra. Unfortunately and 

by that time, Ford was very much 

hand-in-glove with Carroll Shelby 

(see the Ford GT40 story) and actu-

ally owned the rights to the Cobra 

name. AC therefore reverted to sim-

plicity and called their own version 

the AC 428 after the cubic inch ca-

pacity of its mighty 7.0ltr, 350bhp 

Ford V8 engine. All of the cars had 

Ford developed tubular chassis with 

independent wishbones and coil 

spring suspension. 

By 1966 the first cars were being 

produced and these were initially 

open-top convertibles. Styling of this 

steel bodied model and indeed the 

slightly later closed version, market-

ed as the AC 428 Fastback, was by 

the Italian Frua company. A fact that 

becomes pretty obvious when the 

AC Fastback is compared with the 

Maserati Mistral of the same era – a 

car also penned by the Frua studio. 

AC appeared to have a real winner 

but Frua, which also built the bodies, 

had supply problems and, as was 

unfortunately the common problem 

with Italian built steel car bodies of 

the time, there were also significant 

rusting issues. Eventually the body 

supply dried up all together and this, 

together with engine delivery issues, 

meant that this very stylish converti-

ble and true GT ceased production 

in 1973. Actual numbers produced 

seems to be very difficult to pin down 

but can be estimated at circa 85 cars 

in total with only circa 19 being con-

vertibles. 

If you are a fan of The Avengers TV 

series then you may already know 

this little snippet concerning the AC 

428 convertible. For the final series 

of The Avengers a maroon coloured 

convertible (LPH 800D) was sourced 

by the TV production company to 

give an update to the John Steed 
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image and his rather peculiar choice 

of transport. I know that the series 

was always very tongue-in-cheek but 

really, a supposed ‘secret’ agent 

who conveyed himself around in a 

1920’s 3.0ltr Bentley, foppish attire 

and always with a bowler hat and a 

rolled umbrella; no, that wouldn’t 

draw attention to yourself would it? 

Apart from anything else, would a 

‘secret squirrel’ type agent really 

want to entrust his life and those he 

was there to protect, to a (then) 

40yrs old Bentley and the dubious 

mechanical reliability of such a car? 

As things turned out however, John 

Steed/Patrick MacNee only drove 

the AC 428 in one episode before 

handing it over to his female assis-

tant, Tara King/ Linda Thorson, for 

the early episodes of the series. 

Let us not forget that the AC 428 

was quite a brutish car but that didn’t 

stop rather chauvinistic media re-

ports of the time stating that Thorson 

‘couldn’t drive the car’. Whatever the 

true case, after only nine episodes 

the AC was replaced and Tara King 

drove around in a Lotus Europa for 

the rest of the series – a car that the 

middle-aged male hacks who’d glee-

fully reported on Linda Thorson’s 

alleged lack of driving ability proba-

bly couldn’t have even got into let 

alone drive. 

Finally on this point and for the sake 

of even handedness, it doesn’t seem 

to be reported why the John Steed 

character dumped the AC 428 so 

quickly – could it be that Patrick 

MacNee had difficulty driving the 

car? What is a fact however, is that 

MacNee certainly wasn’t at all com-

fortable driving the vintage Bentley 

(latterly a Rolls Royce). Much of the 

actual driving was done by top stunt-

man of the time, Rocky Taylor. So, 

don’t always believe what you ap-

pear to see on film. 

 

AC advert reproduced and expanded, under the Creative Commons license. Original: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/autohistorian/24675460668 
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Keith Yates 

If you had told the entrants and or-

ganizers of the 2019 Peaks & Dales 

run that the next running of this pop-

ular event wouldn’t be for another 

three years, well, it would have no 

doubt been unimaginable to all of 

them. Anyway and after an unwant-

ed Covid gap, the 19
th
 June 2022 

heralded the welcome return of the 

Peaks & Dales Charity Run. There 

will be more to report once all of the 

cash is safely gathered in and count-

ed and all of the other numbers have 

been crunched. Steve Divall and 

Graham Scattergood have made 

references to the run in their own 

pieces in this magazine but, as an 

enthusiastic first time entrant, I’d just 

like to add some thoughts and ob-

servations. 

The gathering together of entrants at 

the Marple start and the Buxton fin-

ish made for fantastic displays. What 

a truly wonderful mix of classic cars 

(and a few commercials too) this 

was. The weather was a bit iffy at 

first but it did buck itself up and there 

were ample photo opportunities to 

be had. I’m expecting to feature 

some of these photos in next 

month’s magazine. 

The run itself covered a very well 

planned route and included some 

lovely countryside and scenery; all 

within about 25miles of Stockport. A 

personal highlight was the Derwent 

Valley area and the Ladybower res-

ervoir and Derwent Dam in particu-

lar. The dam can quite easily conjure 

up mental images of low flying Lan-

caster bombers and the thunder of 

Merlin engines as the 617 

‘Dambusters’ Squadron made nu-

merous practice runs to perfect the 

skills needed for their famous raids 

into Germany’s industrial heartlands. 

Finally, a very big thank you to all of 

those people who worked so hard 

behind the scenes to make the run 

and day such a success. All of that 

route planning/checking, mission 

control administration, catering and 

marshalling etc all has to be done by 

dedicated volunteers. You all know 

who you are so please take a bow 

and a big pat on the back. 

See you all again next year. 

PEAKS AND DALES 2022 
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Committee members continued from page 2... 

NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE 

Disclaimer 

Please note that the opinions of the Editor and any Contributors are not necessarily 

those of the Chairman or Directors of the Club. 

THE BEST VIEW 

Our magazine is designed to be viewed using any PDF-compatible reader. However, for the best 

experience, especially with double-spread pages, ensure you are using Adobe Acrobat Reader DC. In this appli-

cation, you can select the “View” menu, then “Page Display”, and ensure two options are ticked: “Two Page 

View” and “Show Cover in Two Page View”. This will cause the magazine to display as if you were reading a 

physical copy. 
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Keith Yates 

keith.yates1957@outlook.com  

0161 4498432 

Deputy Magazine Editor 
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Motorcycle Section 

Steve Divall 

See page 2 

Commercials Section 

Dave Rawson 

davidrawson54@yahoo.co.uk 
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Graham Scattergood 

scatt911@outlook.com 

Minutes 

Jill Dewsnap 
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Publicity 

Helen Bowden 
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Charity Co-ordinator 

Eric Dewsnap 

dewsap35@gmail.com 

Vehicle Valuations for Insurance  

Club Stands 

Mike Coffey  
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Associate member (Auditor) 

David Rainsbury 

Dreaming of the ‘Daddy’ of Fast Fords, a cool, rare and quick Vauxhall, twenty years selling 

MGs and Mellor’s answer to Valentino Rossi.  
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